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PROFILE

LaNautica.com - Royal Yachting Group

LaNautica.com is the first worldwide network of chandler stores, associated with brokerage, pre-owned boat sales and all types of boat rental.
LaNautica.com: « A unique and innovative concept »
LaNautica.com stores are the result of a unique concept that combines all the training
needed with a pioneering and ecological image and offers the latest in technological tools
to be able to sell online and in the stores to obtain the best performance and profitability.
This project was originally put together to enable future business people fascinated by all
yachting activities to become real professionals in the yachting world.
By integrating the RnB concept and its brokerage services, LaNautica.com gives the
opportunity to all boating clients who wish to sell or rent a boat to benefit from a unique
system that includes all the necessary brokerage, chandler and charter services they
would need which can only be offered by a Yachting professional.

Service with a Capital “S”
The training of the LaNautica manager combined with the extensive size of the catalogue available (over 9.000 articles) will permit the licensees to offer all boating clients a
wide diversity of products and services with an excellent price / quality ratio.
With a single supplier at competitive prices, a logistic system without flaw and the continuous training in all the aspects of the profession, LaNautica.com + RnB is to become
the professional reference in its area of activity.
Customers for pre-owned boats and people who want to use the Royal Yachting services to sell or rent their boat will appreciate the professional knowledge: selection,
visit, sea test and expertise.... Nothing is forgotten so the buyer can feel confident and
comfortable during the purchase of his new boat.
And finally in addition, the specialized catalogue for worldwide boat rental complements the performance and quality of the services proposed to all boating clients.

Firstly the future candidate starts with a meeting at the main office. If the results of this
meeting are positive for both parties, the situation opens up an opportunity to sign a
reservation pre-contract for the geographical area desired.
The pre-contract reservation allows the future licensee to book his chosen geographical
area and also to participate in a first week training course which will help to determine
the realistic feasibility of the project and to validate the motivation and human competences in relation to the LaNautica and RnB concept. Once the pre-contract is valid and
confirmed, the licensee will then sign a brand license contract. LaNautica and RnB will
make available the following:
-

The brand use of LaNautica.com + RnB in a specific and exclusive geographical area.
The access to the pre-owned boat stock database of all the agencies worldwide.
The access to the LaNautica.com catalogue and the sales results online from the
internet site.
A computer system for the sales of all the LaNautica.com products and services.
Exclusive management software and an Intranet.
Access to the database of all available boat rentals and to the worldwide central
reservation system.
A school for training and formation.
A continuous and permanent assistance.

FINANCIAL DATA

LaNautica.com + RnB in figures.

The association of LaNautica.com and RnB, with their services of brokerage and boat
rental, represents a unique concept in their sector, which strengthens and complements both activities. The capital needed is approximately 135,000 € (excluding lease). It includes the layout, shop fittings and interior design, furniture, stock purchase
and initial training with exclusive soft-ware.
The LaNautica.com + RnB contract is subjected to a 5% royalty fee on the licensee’s
global turnover. If the LaNautica.com + RnB concept and protocol is respected precisely, the expected turnover should be between 300,000 and 700,000 € per year.

CANDIDATES

Do you fit the profil?

LaNautica.com + Rnb candidates must appreciate working in the boating tourism
world (from clientele reception through to the final closure of a sale) and have to be
absolutely enthusiastic about all yachting and ocean activities.
One has to possess a minimum of capital funds and the complete capacity to be able
to manage one’s own business.
The LaNautica / Royal Yachting group is actively looking for people who clearly demonstrate a courageous, dynamic and ambitious character.

www.lanautica.com
www.royalyachting.net

A listening talent, general competence and availability are three of the qualities necessary to succeed in this profession.
“You will have to be out on the marina as often as possible so to offer your fellow boating
clients the best and widest range of products at the most competitive price and to be the
most available you can. The opportunity to open a LaNautica.com shop and to invest in an
RnB brokerage agency is a chance for those who wish to mix passion, work and pleasure.”
If this franchise interests you, Please fill in the application via the Royal Yachting web site.

Strong winds bring together great minds

